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Abstract 
Lattice theory governs the fundamental properties of algebraic systems. The 
commutativity of a partition pair, one of the basic properties, is a crucial condition 
for the decomposition of the underlying algebraic system. W e find that the 
information possessed by a partition can be modelled by Shannon's entropy. Our 
work demonstrates the correspondence between commutativity and entropy 
conservation, which can be characterized by the entropy equalities, and illustrated 
graphically by intersection matrix that we introduce. Furthermore, we extend the 
information-theoretic analysis to more than two partitions. For any finite set of 
partitions, we introduce a kind of commutativity that is called ordered commutativity. 
On the other hand, the running intersection property provides desirable properties in 
decomposition, thus we introduce the corresponding running intersection property 
for partitions that is called the partition running intersection (PRI) property. Given 
the PRI property, we ultimately characterize any finite set of ordered commutative 
partitions as inclusion-exclusion entropy equality. This generalization makes the 
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The permutable, or commutative, property of congruence relations is particularly 
important as it was found to be the necessary condition of decompositions of 
algebraic systems [1], [2]. In this thesis, we investigate the commutativity of 
partitions by using the information-theoretic approach. 
Entropy is a quantity used to measure the degree of disorder of physical systems in 
statistical mechanics as first suggested by Boltsman (1896) in his studies of 
thermodynamics. Later, Shannon (1948) employed the entropy as a measure of 
information or uncertainty contained in signals in information theory [3]. 
In this thesis, the amount of information on a partition is quantified by Shannon's 
entropy. W e derive the entropy inequalities relating the meet and join of two 
partitions. Surprisingly, commutativity is a necessary condition for their equalities to 
hold. This asserts the significance of commutativity in entropy conservation. W e then 
characterize commutative partition pair as entropy conservation, which is explained 
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by non-nullities between blocks in partitions. 
Next, we extend our result to an arbitrary finite set of partitions on a finite set. 
However, the characterization of a set of commutative partitions as entropy equality 
would not exist in general. Thus, we introduce a particular kind of commutativity for 
a finite set of partitions, which is called ordered commutativity. 
The running intersection property provides the desirable properties for 
decompositions [7], [8], so we will focus on the corresponding running intersection 
property in partitions which is called the partition running intersection (PRI) property, 
or partition-acyclic property. The analysis of data dependencies and information 
metric [6] gives us the insight of the manipulations of decomposition problems in 
information-theoretic approach. Although the sets of attributes of any database 
schema are distributive, the distributive equality for partitions does not always hold. 
This diversity makes it difficult to characterize a set of commutative partitions as 
entropy conservation. Nevertheless, the PRI property can induce entropy 
conservation. 
Our ultimate goal is to show that under the PRI property, any finite set of ordered 
2 
commutative partitions can be characterized as an inclusion-exclusion 
information-preserving equality, i.e. 





Lattice theory, which was introduced by the last century brilliant mathematician 
Garrett Birkhoff，regulates the basic rules of algebraic systems. Birkhoff was the 
pioneer who proposed direct and subdirect decompositions of congruence relations in 
abstract algebra [1], [2]. These significant results have become the foundation of 
latter developments of the decomposition theorems and applications of algebraic 
systems. The permutable, or commutative, property of congruence relations was 
found to be the necessary condition for the decomposition of algebraic systems. This 
arouses our interest to characterize the commutativity. 
Decomposition theorems and algorithms disintegrate large and complex systems into 
smaller and simpler ones, such that the set of decomposed systems can logically 
represent the properties and functionalities of the original system without any loss in 
information, i.e. the set of decomposed systems carry the same amount of or more 
information than the original system. The problem of decomposition is influential at 
any ages because there are always systems with complexity that is out of the 
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processing ability of the most powerful system during that period. 
There are mainly two ways to compromise the problems of complexity. The first way, 
which is a passive one, is to wait for the emerging of the next generation more 
powerful systems. The second way, which is a more encouraging one we have 
mentioned, is to develop decomposition theorems and algorithms to disintegrate the 
target giant system into smaller ones. As a result, virtually intractably large problems 
can be broken down into smaller parts and each of them can be handled separately by 
current technologies. 
J. Hartmanis, a famous engineer, found the realization of a finite state sequential 
machine from several smaller finite state machines [9], [10], [11]. His theorem is 
outstanding in the way that it is a successfully direct application of Birkhoff's 
theorem. His generalized decomposition theorem is based on Birkhoffs subdirect 
decomposition theorem, which results in a set of smaller machines representing more 
states than the original machine, i.e. these decompositions may allow operations to 
be performed faster if we are willing to pay for it by larger quantities of hardwares. 
Nonetheless, the conditions for direct decomposition are too strong while that for 
subdirect decomposition are too weak. And he did not suggest any methods to 
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characterize the commutativity which is a condition required for the decomposition 
of a finite machine. 
Database is another large field realizing the importance of decomposition. Nowadays, 
the relational data model, which was developed by E. F. Codd in 1970 [12], is the 
most prevailing model. Dramatic increase in the table size immediately drew the 
attention of engineers in the data dependencies. Multivalued dependency (MVD), 
embedded multivalued dependency (EMVD), join dependency (JD), and acyclic join 
dependency (AJD) [13], [14], [15], [16] had been proposed to break down huge 
tables into smaller ones for better design of normalized database schemas. The A J D 
has been shown for a number of desirable properties which make updates and joins 
over a universal relation especially easy [7], [8]. On the other hand, it is worthwhile 
to note that Bayesian network, a large field modeling causalities by probabilities, can 
be regarded as a generalized relational database [17], and the acyclicity of Bayesian 
network also makes updates conflict-free and easy [18]. All these facts conclude the 
importance of the relationship between the decomposition and the acyclic property. 
Since commutativity closely related to the decomposition of algebraic systems, we 
try to introduce acyclicity in the analysis of the characterization of commutativity, 
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Entropy is a quantity used to measure the amount of information or uncertainty 
contained in signal in information theory, and also indicate the degree of disorder of 
physical systems in statistical mechanics. Boltsman (1896) was the first to emphasize 
the probability meaning of classical entropy in thermodynamics and thus he must be 
considered as the first pioneer of information theory. He noticed that the entropy of a 
physical system can be considered as measure of the disorder in the system. Shannon 
introduced in 1948 the abstract entropy as a measure of information or uncertainty of 
arbitrary probability experiment [3]. Nevertheless, Shannon's entropy is independent 
of the classical entropy. Moreover, the information-theoretic analysis of relational 
database [6] gave us insight into database decompositions by entropy formulae. This 
gives us inspiration to characterize commutativity in terms of entropy. However, w e 
have to first identify the relationship between partition and entropy. All these will be 
explained in this thesis. 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 3 analyzes commutative partition pair 
and relates commutativity to the non-nullities between blocks in partitions. Chapter 4 
identifies fundamental entropy inequalities that depict the relationship between the 
information on partitions, and relate the equalities to non-nullities. In Chapter 5, we 
characterize commutative partition pair as entropy conservation. Chapter 6 
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introduces a new property called ordered commutativity for a finite set of partitions. 
Chapter 7 examines the running intersection property (PRI) for partitions and digests 
the inclusion-exclusion entropy equality in its other formats. Chapter 8 characterizes 
ordered commutative partitions as inclusion-exclusion entropy equality. Chapter 9 
presents the significance of this thesis and some application examples. Chapter 10 
presents the possible future works. In Chapter 11，we present the conclusion. 
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Chapter 3 
Commutative Partition Pair Analysis 
In this chapter, we review two commutative partitions and analyze their basic 
properties. W e use A to denote an arbitrary set, and use S to denote an arbitrary 
finite set. 
Definition 3.1. A partition 兀 on a set ^ is a set of nonempty subsets B " 
called blocks in ;r = {5p52,...’^，".} such that the union of B. is equal to A, 
i.e. = U 万2 U …U 召,• U …，and the intersection of B. and B丨 is empty for any 
distinct subsets B. and B. of A , i.e. B.r\B . =0 for i 字 j. 
‘ 7 ‘ ,/ 、‘ 
For instance, let A = {a,b,c,d,eJ,g}，then {{a,b},{c},{d,e, f},{g}] , or 
c,def, g} , is a partition on A . 
Clearly, any equivalence relation on a set A corresponds to a partition on A . 
Consider two partitions k^ and k^ on set A. Let R、and R^ be the equivalence 
relations corresponding to tt^ and tt^ respectively. For any a,b,ce A, w e use 
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aK^b to denote aRfi, and use aTT^ bTT^ c to denote cmfi and bn^c . For any 
a,be A , the composite relation aji^  o/r^b holds if and only if there exists ce A 
such that aTTfKjD. 
W e follow the terminologies of lattice as described in [1], [2], [4]. 
Definition 3.2. Any two partitions tt、and k^ on a set A are commutative if 
and only if 冗\°冗1=兀 1 ° 冗 \ , 
That is, for any two elements a,bE Aa7i\ ^TT^b, then b/r、ojr^a, and vice versa. 
The set of all partitions on a set forms a lattice with refinement as the partial ordering. 
For any two partitions ；r, and n^, the meet ；r, denotes the product that is the 
partition corresponding to the equivalence relation 门 /？�.The join ；r, v ；r, 
denotes the sum that is the partition corresponding to the equivalence relation 
where relation R* is the transitive closure of R . W e denote the 
universal upper bound as I, and denote the universal lower bound as O . If 
；T, A ;r2 =〇 and tt^v 71^=1, then ；r, is said to be a complement of 兀：,or ；r, 
and K^ is a complement pair. 
1 0 
In this thesis, we are concerned with a pair of commutative partitions 
冗|={久|，辟’2, ’万|’/，丨} and TTj } on a finite set S, where 
and are the equivalence relations corresponding to ；r, and tt^ respectively. 
Consider the join , we use ；r/={5广,，钱〜，…，^？,〜〜J to 
denote the projection of tt. on for / = 1,2 and ke {\,2,...,d}, i.e. there are 
b丨 k blocks, b.j. > 0, in each projection of n. on D^. W e call the pair-^ r,^ , as a 
projection pair, so there are k projection pairs. There are totally 办“ 二办' 
blocks in ；r,. for / = 1,2. Moreover, we write the meet 兀、八冗]={E、,^!,…，EJ. 
Since the discussion of intersections between blocks in two partitions is important 
which bridges commutativity and entropy conservation in later chapters, we define 
the intersection matrix of two partitions as follows for future discussions. 
Definition 3.3. The intersection matrix of two partitions tt^ ={5, ,,5,2,...,^ ,；,^ } 
and ；Tj = •[马’ 1,召2,2’…，召2a} on a finite set S \s a table in which row i denotes 
block B、丨 and column j denotes block B:丨 such that any element belonging to 
B、丨 in 兀\ and B!丨 in k^ is placed in entry (/，/) for / = 1,2,...,Z?,, 
J = 1,2,...,• 
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Each entry (/, /) actually shows the intersection of block . in tt, and B^ . in 
K^. The set of elements in a row corresponds to a block in . The set of elements in 
a column corresponds to a block in k^. The information on an intersection matrix 
remains unchanged if we exchange the names of any two blocks or reorder the 
blocks in either partition. For example, the intersection matrix of partitions 
；r, = def,ghij,and ；t'j = {abg,dek,chi j , f | is shown in Fig. 3.1. Elements 
d and e are both in blocks B^^ and B^^, so they are put in the entry (2,2). 
There is no common elements between and B⑶ so the entry k^ (1,2,..., J} 
is empty. 
Fig. 3.1. Intersection matrix of ；r, =、abc,def ,ghijji、, k^ =、abg,dek,chi“ f 、 
万ij a,b c 
^1.2 ^ f 
1^.3 S ^  
~ ~ I I 一 
L e m m a 3.4. If ={B丨 i， B口，…’丑、 , ) } and ；r] = •[马 1,万2,2’...，召s+J are two 
partitions on a finite set S satisfying ；r, v ；？之=I , then Tt、 and are 
commutative if and only if B^. fl B^ . ^  0 for all ie {1,2,...,/?,}, {1,2,...,办2}. 
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Proof For any two elements a,be S, since ；r, v tt? = I, ^ t^t,。兀之。凡i。…。冗2办• 
If and TT^ are commutative, i.e. tt^ o/r^ = tt^ °tt^ , then gtt^ ott^^tt^o.-.oji^b 
=€1兀、0 7 1 ； 广 … 。 兀 、 。 兀 兀 1 。 兀 l b =€1兀\0 兀•J) . Therefore, 门 马 f o r all 
/e {1,2,...,6,}, /e (1,2,...,^ 2}. 
Conversely, if ,•门马 , f o r all ie , Je , for any two 
elements a,be S there exists two blocks . G and e k^ , where 
/, G {1,2,...,^ ?,} and g , such that ae B^. , be B^ , and 
n^ 2,72 关 0，i.e. there exists an element/g S such that qkJkJd . Similarly, 
辟,/门召2’/关 0 for all /,y implies hn^gK^a for some elements ge S. Therefore, 
Fig. 3.2. Intersection matrix of 7i\=、abc,defg,hijk、, 7r，_ =、adejhi,bcgjk、 
召 1,1 « b,c 
d,e，f 8 
召 1,3 j,k 
Lemma 3.4 shows that if the join of any two partitions tt、and k^ on a finite set 
S is equal to the universal upper bound, then the two partitions are commutative if 
and only if the intersection between any two blocks in the two partitions is 
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non-empty, i.e. all the entries are non-empty in the intersection matrix. For example, 
let us consider two partitions 兀、=、abc, defg, hijk、and tt^ =^adefhi,bcgjk^ on a 
finite set S=、a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,iJ’k]. Fig. 3.2 depicts the intersection matrix of 
and k^ . It is obvious that ；r, v ^ tTj = I. The non-nullities of all entries in the 
intersection matrix implies . fl . ^ 0 for all ze {1,2,3}, /e {1,2}. Hence, ；r, 
and TT! are commutative. 
Corollary 3.5.If ；r, } and n^ 尽’2,…’召2/>，} are two 
partitions on a finite set S, then 兀、and tt^ are commutative if and only if 
辟,门i?2’.,关 0 for all , /G {1,2,...,^ ,} , J e , and 
ke {1,2,..., J}，where ；r, vtt^ . 
Proof This can be proved by applying lemma 3.4 on each projection pair , 
；Tj , ke {\,2,...,d]. 
Corollary 3.5 is a straightforward generalization of L e m m a 3.4 in the sense that w e 
observe ；rf v = 1 for all ie {1,2,...,/;,}, je {1,2,...,^ 2) ‘ and ke {l,2,...,<i}. 
Any two partitions are commutative if and only if all intersections between any two 
blocks in each projection pair are non-empty, i.e. each projection pair is commutative. 
That is, there are rectangles of fully non-empty entries in the intersection matrix. For 
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example, let us consider ；r, =\^abc,defg,hij^ and 兀,_=、adef,bcg,hijY Fig. 3.3 
shows the intersection matrix. For the projections of 兀、and on the block 
abcdefg in tt^w , any one of the blocks in \^abc,defg^ has non-empty 
intersection with any one of the blocks in \adef,bcg^. For the projections of ；r, 
and Tti on the block hij in n^s/n” any one of the blocks in j/z^yj has 
non-empty intersection with any one of the blocks in |/zz/| . W e obtain two 
rectangles of fully non-empty entries {(1,1),(1,2),(2,1),(2,2)} and {(3,3),(4,3)}. 
This implies that each projection pair is commutative. As a result, ；r, and ；Tj are 
commutative. 
Fig. 3.3. Intersection matrix of ；r, = defg, hi, /|, tt^ = \adef ,bcg,hij^ 
Bi’l 召2’3 
B^j a b,c 
召1,2 过，己，/ S 
召 1,3 h,i 
- 召 1 , 4 I y 
Definition 3.6. If 7t\<7t~^ 、then ；r, divides n ” denoted 兀J 兀” is a partition 
on the set S I R” where 7?, is the equivalence classes corresponding to ；r,, such 
that for any two elements a\b'e k^Ik^ , a \ n ^ l i f aK^h where a，is the 
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equivalence class of ae S under R” and b、is the equivalence class of be S 
under R、. 
With the above definition, the following result follows immediately. 
Corollary 3.7. For any partitions ；r,, k^ and 冗、on a finite set S where 71^  < k. 
for / = 1,2, ；T, and are commutative if and only if ；r, I n^ and Jtjn、are 
commutative. 
Proof The converse part is trivial, this remains the direct part. Let 
T t J f o r / = 1，2, { T i J = , and 
R、be the equivalence classes corresponding to 71、. By corollary 5 (2), 
TT^ OTI^ = 7 ! : , o i f and only if , fl B^ . it： 0 for all 久,,尽’,g D^, ie {1,2,...,^ ,}, 
/e{l,2,...,Z72}, and ke {l,2,...,<i}. Clearly, 门尽 ,=五 ,关0’ Ie {\,2,...,e}. 
Since tt^ < k. for / = 1,2 , , i.e. there exists xe S such that 
I X U c 五/• Therefore, i?:,门i?，’产 0 for all B ; 丨 D " /e {1,2,...,/?,}, 
Je {1,2,...,^ 72}, and ke {1,2,...,J}, i.e. the change in the ground sets does not 
affect the non-nullity of the intersection between any two blocks, which means 
1 6 
Fig. 3.4. Intersection matrix of ；r, /;r丨八；r] and ；r: /;r丨八；r], where 
兀I = {abc,defg, hi, yj ’ tu, = [adef, beg, hij、 
1^,1 « b  
^1.2 d 8 
1^.3 h 
1^,4 I y. 
Corollary 3.7 says that the commutativity remains unchanged if we change the 
ground set by grouping all elements in the same block in the meet of the two 
partitions to form a new element. Clearly, the grouping in this manner does not affect 
the non-nullities of the intersections between blocks in any two partitions. For 
instance, let us consider the partitions ；r、=、abc,defgh^ , k^ =^ad,begKcf^, and 
；T；) 二 {a,石,c’c/,呀,/,冗} . Since and the commutativity of ；r, and 
；implies that ； r , / 巧 a n d kJ 
[c][/]J are commutative. Conversely, we can expand the equivalence class [e] 
back to the elements e, g for ；r, 1and tc^J 7i、to obtain ；r, and ；r, without 
damaging the commutativity. In the previous example for which the intersection 
matrix is shown in Fig. 3.3, we can consider ；r,八;r�as k^ . If we take away the 
elements from each non-empty entry until only one element is left, we obtain 
； a n d K^l Fig. 3.4 shows a possible outcome. It is trivial that the 
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commutativity is maintained. This verifies Corollary 3.7 since k^ and 
W e have characterized the commutativity of any two partitions on a finite set as the 
non-nullity of intersection between any two blocks in each projection pair. This 
non-nullity bridges the commutativity of any two partitions and the entropy 
inequalities in next two chapters. 
1 8 
Chapter 4 
Entropy Inequalities for Partition Pair 
The information quantities are measured by the entropy function. For a probability 
distribution :xe X}, the entropy is defined as H{X)=-可logp{X)]，with 
the convention 0 - logO = 0. Unless otherwise specified, we assume the base of the 
logarithm to be 2, i.e. the unit of entropy is bit. 
In this chapter, we use K- ={Bj 丨‘ :j) = 1,2,...,/?,.}, / = 1,2,... to denote the partitions 
on a non-empty finite set S. The cardinality of S and . are denoted as \S 
and B丨,,respectively. W e assume all the elements of S are equally probable. 
N o w w e introduce the definition of the probability and entropy functions regarding 
the partitions 7t. ’s. 
Definition 4.1. The probability of an element xe S belonging to B. . is 
defined as the cardinality of B丨divided by the cardinality of S, i.e. 
(丨） 
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W e use P{B丨丨)to denote e B. .} throughout the context. 
Definition 4.2. The joint probability is defined as the probability of an element 
xe S belonging to B“丄 for / = 1,2,...,/?, i.e. 
尸{xe B. . :z = l , 2 , ( 2 ) 
Since the probability of an element in the blocks B. . for i = \,2,...,n is equal to 
the probability of the element in the intersection of all the blocks, w e have 
P{xe 辟力:i = \,2,--',n} = P{xe . fl…AB„“ ,} • W e use P{B, . , , } to 
denote P{xe B“j‘ : / = 1，2,...，《} ， and use P{B、. fl• • • flB,,,,} to denote 
尸{xe 伐 ， , } in short. 
、 i，./l ''»./；» 
Definition 4.3. The entropy function for a partition ；r, is: 
.//=i 
Similarly, the joint entropy, conditional entropy, mutual information, and conditional 
mutual information on partitions can be defined in terms of Shannon's entropy 
functions. 
2 0 
Sometimes we would like to know whether the entropy of a partition on a finite set 
S is greater or less than another quantity. In this case we can apply the Information 
Inequality [5], i.e. 
- X m i i o g m i ^ - E m i i o g / ' i c , . } (4) 
/=i /=i 
where {5|，疼，...’5,,} are {C,,C2,...,C„} are partitions on S. The equality of (4) 
holds if and only if = for all ze {1,2,...,^ }. 
The entropy of a partition denotes the amount of information possessed by the 
partition, i.e. the uncertainty of which block an element belongs to. W e now compare 
the entropies of any two partitions with the entropies of their meet and join. 
Lemma 4.4. //Or,) < / /O i a/t?) with the equality holds if and only if 
Proof It is easy to see that = att^). Since H{7t^)< 
we have //(;r,) < att^) . When the equality holds, contains all the 
information on n ” i.e. Conversely, if 兀、contains all the 
information on tt^ . Therefore, H(jr、) = / / ( ; r , = H{7r^ att?). 
Lemma 4.5. //(双2) - att^) with the equality holds if and only if 
Proof This can be proved by exchanging ；r, and in L e m m a 4.4. 
2 1 
L e m m a 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 say that the amount of information on either partition is 
smaller than or equal to the amount of information on their meet. If we know to 
which block in the meet partition an element belongs, we must also know to which 
block in either partition the element belongs. Therefore, the meet of any two 
partitions carries all the information on either partition, but the converse is not 
always true. Besides that, the amount of information on one of the partitions, which 
we assume ；r, here, is equal to the amount of information on their meet if and only 
if this partition is a refinement of another partition, which we assume k^ here, i.e. 
；r, gives all the information on tt” so k^ does not give extra information on 
TT、A TTj . 
Moreover, the entropy of the meet is equal to the joint entropy of the two partitions. 
This means the meet carries exactly all the information on the two partitions. Clearly, 
we can relate the meet entropy to the conditional entropies //(;r, | /r^ ) and 
7/021TT,) by the following equalities: 
i.) f H T T i 八 冗 = H ⑷ 兀 + H ⑷ (5) 
ii.) = + (6) 
2 2 
Lemma 4.6. //(tt, k於 with the equality holds if and only if 
Proof 
X B, B、. 
= (7) 
/=i A 
Alternatively, we can write (7) as 
(I b'' 
" ⑷ = + . (8) 
Also, 
"(巧 = — i j l o g - ^ . (9) 
Since 




= ( 1 1 ) 
k=\ i=\ 、 ^ 
From (8) and (11), we have 
k=\ ,_=1 d "A 
Since 
0<|<.|<|A| (13) 
for all ie {1,2,...,Z7,}, ke {1,2,...,^/}, 
2 3 
log — < 0 (14) 
for all ie {1,2,...,Z),}, ke {\,2,...,d). 
As a result, this implies 
H{7i,w7j:,)-H{7r,)<Q (15) 
with the equality holds if and only if the equality of (14) holds for all /e {1,2,...,/),}, 
ke {\,2,...,d)，i.e. 
(16) 
for all /E {1,2,...,/?,}, ke {\,2,...,d}, which means The converse part is 
trivial. 
Lemma 4.7. H(jr、w tt^) < //(^ Tj) with the equality holds if and only if 
Proof This can be proved by exchanging ；r, and Tt^  in L e m m a 4.6. 
L e m m a 4.6 and L e m m a 4.7 are the dual of L e m m a 4.4 and L e m m a 4.5 respectively. 
L e m m a 4.6 and L e m m a 4.7 tell us that the amount of information on either partition 
is greater than or equal to the amount of information on their join. If we know to 
which block in either partition the element belongs, we must also know to which 
block in the join partition an element belongs. Therefore, either partition carries all 
the information on the join, but the converse does not always hold. In addition, the 
2 4 
amount of information on one of the partitions, which we assume ；r, here and tt^ 
as another partition, is equal to the amount of information on their join if and only if 
another partition is a refinement of this partition, i.e. n^ gives all the information on 
TT丨，so ；r, does not reduce any information on n^y 
W e have compared the entropies of any two partitions with their meet and join. By 
L e m m a 4.4，Lemma 4.5, L e m m a 4.6 and L e m m a 4.7, we conclude that for any two 
partitions ；r, and k^ on a finite set, //(;r, 7t^< H{n:.) < A ^TTJ , / = 1,2 . 
For example, let us consider ；r, =^abcd,ef,gh^ and ； r�=^ab , c de f , g h ^ . W e have 
Ti^w abcdef, g/zj and ；r,八 TT�={<2Z>,(%/,e/，g/z}. W e can easily calculate the 
entropies and obtain //(；？,) =//(tt:) = 3/2 , //(;r, v;r2) = 2-(3/4) log3 , and 
//(;r, A7r^) = 2. L e m m a 4.4，Lemma 4.5, L e m m a 4.6 and L e m m a 4.7 are verified 
immediately. Moreover, if we have reviewed ；r, ATT], for instance, we have known a 
particular element is in the block ab in K\/\Jt” then this element must be in 
abed in ；r,，and it must be also in ab in ；Tj . If we have reviewed 兀、instead and 
known that the targeted element is in abed in ；r,，then we can only infer that this 
element must be in either ab or cd in no further conclusion can be made. 
However, we can immediately tell this element must be in abcdef in ；r, v/r, in 
this case. If w e have only reviewed 兀、y n^ and known that the targeted element is 
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in abcdef in K^y k^, we can merely say that this element must be in either ~ab or 
cdef in k^. 
N o w w e are going to figure out more complicated entropy inequalities. 
Lemma 4.8. . When the equality holds, 
兀 1 =兀 and ；T, V TT] = I. 
Proof 





/=1 7=1 o 
Summing (17) and (18)，we have 
_ , ) + _ 2 ) = - i ± l ^ i 。 g ¥ - i ± l ^ i 。 g i ^ (19) 
;=l 7=1 "J ；=1 /=] IJ O 
A 各 召，，f 5,, B.) 
= 千 子 . （20) 
;=i /=i 'J "J 
Since 
I E , 、 ‘ =1, (21) ；=1 /=1 
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by (4)，this gives 
+ ( 2 2 ) 
= (23) 
The equality of (22) holds if and only if 
_1:! fiL = _!：! fiL (24) 
for all /g {1,2,...,^ ,}, je {1,2,...,^ 2} • 
Since |52’,|>0 for all ie {1,2,...,^ ,}, je {1,2,...,Z)2}, and |>S|〉0, 
久,n52,, |〉0 (25) 
for all /G {1,2,...,6,}, ye {1,2，...’/)2} • 
Clearly, this is equivalent to 
= K^o (26) 
together with 
/T、V = 1, (27) 
L e m m a 4.8 points out that the sum of the amount of information on any two 
partitions is always greater than or equal to the amount of information on their meet. 
When the equality holds, all the intersections between any two blocks in the two 
partitions are non-empty, i.e. the two partitions are commutative. And their join has 
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to be equal to the universal upper bound. 
One can see that 
= + (28) 
= H{7r,) + H{7V, (29) 
That is, the mutual information between any two partitions is always non-negative. 
Corollary 4.9. //(;r,) + H{7r, A7r,)> wk^) . If the equality holds, 
Proof 
From (8), 
= - S Z 子 log 与 (30) 
ci V n B^ f n 
二 - Z 2 : H i 。 g 陣 (31) 
k=\ /=i、 Uk o Dk 
B ( B^ 人•、广"n n 、办u 
- E ^ ' o g A L U ^ ^ l o g ^ (32) 
、/=i A j k=\ S S j ,=, Dk 
Since 
I K I H A I ( 3 3 ) 
1=1 
for all ^G {1,2,...,^ /}, we obtain 
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" ⑷ 二 i i 与 . ) + H{7r, WTT,). (34) 
k=\ ^ 
Similarly, 




H、7i\A^7t。：工今H{K\ A;r*) + //(;r, v;r2). (36) 
k=\ S 
From (34), (35)，and (36), we have 
+ " ( 双 2 = 「//(;r:.) + H{kI)-//(;rf A/T^)' 
+//(;r, vTzg (37) 
By L e m m a 4.8, 
H^kI) + )-//(TTi* A;rj)>0 (38) 
for all ke (1,2,...,c/}. Substituting (38) into (37), it gives 
) + )-//(;r, A7r^)> H{7t, (39) 
with the equality holds if only if the equality of (38) holds for all ke {1,2,..., J}, in 
order words, 
——= ^ hL (40) 
|A| IA |A| 
for all /£ (1,2,...,/),}, ke . 
Again, , |丛*,|〉0’ and |D,|>0 for all ie {1,2,...,/?,} , Je {\,2,...,h,}, 
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kEi {\,2,...,d], so 
万〔n<,|〉o (41) 
for all /G {1,2,...,Z?,}, / G , ke {1,2,..., J}. 
This means 
<。；T卜;T卜;T,* (42) 
for all ke {l,2,...,<i}. 
Equivalently, 
(43) 
Corollary 4.9 generalizes Lemma 4.8 by saying that if we sum up the entropies of 
any two partitions and then minus the entropy of their meet, the result is always not 
less than the entropy of the join of the two partitions. This inequality is non-trivial 
but elegant. It relates all the four entropies, //(tt,) , //(/r,), Hiji、/\7i’）、and 
H{7V^ vtt^) , we have discussed so far. When the equality holds, all the intersections 
between any two blocks in each projection pair are non-empty, i.e. each projection 
pair is commutative, or the two partitions are commutative. This result further 
reinforces that the commutativity is a critical necessary condition for entropy 
inequalities to hold. 
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O n the other hand, we have 
\ 兀、V TT^ "^) = + HijTi) _ V 冗2). (44) 
Thus we can conclude that the mutual information between any two partitions given 
their join is always non-negative. When this conditional mutual information is equal 
to zero, the two partitions are commutative. 
Being a necessary condition for Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 4.9 to hold, commutativity 




Entropy Characterization of Commutative Partition Pair 
In the last two sections, we have characterized the commutativity of any two 
partitions on a finite set as the non-nullities of intersections between blocks in each 
projection pair of the two partitions. And we have developed entropy inequalities 
where the equalities hold only if the non-nullities exist. In this section, we prove that 
if the unity limitation is imposed on the non-nullities, entropy equality can 
characterize any two commutative partitions on a finite set. 
Corollary 5.1.Given ；r, is a complement of k” ；t,。tTj = tt�。tt, if and only if 
//(/r,) +//(;r2) — A ) = 0. 
Proof By Lemma 4.8, the converse part is trivial. This remains to prove the direct 
part. 
Since 冗\ 二 Q, 
(45) 
for all / G {1,2 , . . . ,Z),}, / G . 
By (45) and Lemma 3.4, since ；r, v tt] = I, ；r丨。;r。= tz"〕。;r丨 if and only if 
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久,门召2,」=1 (46) 
for all ie {\,2,...,b^}, je {1,2,...,Z?2}. 
Therefore, 
召 u h i K 旧2,,l = i > � (47) 
./=1 7=1 
for all /e {1,2,...,Z7,}, 
丛,.,|=iKrH,J=ii=、 (48) 
'•=1 ;=i 
for all Je {1,2,...,62} > and 
(49) 
/=1 ./=1 /=1 /=1 
From (47), (48), and (49), we have 
|和丨.62中丨,|.|万2’.,| (50) 
for all ie {1,2,...,/),}, je {1,2,...,Z?2}. 
By (17)， 
= (51) 
/•=! 7=1 ,/=l ^ 
h、Jh 1 />2 1 
- Z S i l o g X l (52) 
/=! 7=1 O 7=1 O 
首 g g (53) 
S 1 
= - - l o g - (54) 




On the other hand, 
A j!^  双.n 丛 B,. n B, 
= (57) 
/=! 7=1 ^ 
= - Z i + l o g + (58) 
/=! 7=1 ^ ^ 
= - 赞 丨 。 ( 5 9 ) 
S 1 
y l o g y (60) 
= log| 斗 (61) 
Take logarithm on (50), 
log|^| = logZ?,+ logZ?2. (62) 
From (55), (56), and (61), we immediately have 
H、7t\NK^^、： //(;r,) + H ⑷ . (63) 
Corollary 5.1 describes that if the two partitions are a complement pair, i.e. 
；r, ATTj = O and ；r, v = I, the two partitions are commutative if and only if the 
sum of their entropies is equal to the entropy of their meet. In other words, under the 
complement condition, the commutativity of any two partitions can be characterized 
as entropy equality. The condition ；r, att? 二 O guarantees that intersection between 
any two blocks in the two partitions contains at most one element, i.e. each entry 
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contains at most one element in the intersection matrix. The condition /r, v/r^ = I 
guarantees that there is only one projection pair. Under these two conditions, the 
commutativity is equivalent to the unity of the intersection between any two blocks, 
i.e. each entry contains only one element in the intersection matrix. This unity 
ensures that both partitions are uniformly distributed, i.e. the cardinalities of all 
blocks are the same in either partition. In order words, the reveal of either partition 
does not affect the uncertainty of another partition, the two partitions are independent 
of each other, i.e. /(tt,;;?:) = 0 . Therefore, the total information on the two 
partitions can be written as the sum of their information. Equivalently, the cardinality 
of S is equal to the product of the number of blocks in and the number of 
blocks in tt^ . 
Fig. 5.1. Intersection matrix of = =^abc,def^ 
召 2,1 B 二 
召 1,1 a b 
1^,2 ^ d 
1^,3 I ^ I / 
For example, let us consider ；r, =\ab,cd,ef^ and n^ =^abc,def^ with the 
intersection matrix illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Each entry contains at most one element, so 
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兀\/\7r’-=0. W e have only one projection pair, so ；r, v ；^^ = I. Since all the entries 
are non-empty, the two partitions are commutative. Therefore, we can conclude that 
；T丨 and ； a r e independent in this case. If we have reviewed tt^ i.e. we have 
known which block the targeted element belongs to, there is still a half of chance that 
the targeted element falls in either of two blocks in k ? If we have reviewed 71” 
there is still one third of chance that the targeted element falls in any block in TZT,. 
Conversely, w e can verify that the cardinality of S is equal to the product of the 
number of blocks in ；r, and the number of blocks in 兀” i.e.间=6 = 3 .2. By 
L e m m a 4.8，；r, and k^ are commutative. 
Theorem 5.2. Given , -k ^ ^ k^ if and only if 
Proof By Corollary 4.9, the converse part in trivial. This remains to prove the 
direct part. 
Since , 
kI = 0 (64) 
for all he. { 1 , 2 , . . 
By definition, it is easy to see that 
；T:. v ; r卜 I (65) 
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for all { 1 , 2 , . . 
Clearly, if ；r,。/r] = TT]。TZ", , then 
O tt;. = ;r卜;r丨* (66) 
for all A:G {\,2,...,d). 
By (64) and (65)，；rf is a complement of k^ for all ke {\,2,...,d], so by 
Corollary 5.1 we get 
H{7i1 ) + )-H{7r^ A74、= Q (67) 
for all ke{\,2,...,d}. 
From (34)，(35), and (36), we have 
H{7r,) + H{k,)-A71：,) = ) + )-八/r:”— 
/t=i 'J 
+//(;r, v/r^) (68) 
Substituting (67) into (68), we have 
H{7r,) + )-H(jr、Att!) = //(>, vtt^). (69) 
Theorem 5.2 further generalizes Corollary 5.1 by removing the condition tt^v 71^  = 1, 
and adding the entropy of the join into the equality. Comparing with Corollary 5.1, 
the unity of the intersection between any two blocks is no longer necessary to hold, 
but this unity has only to hold in each projection pair. That is, the cardinality of 
ground set of the k th projection pair is equal to the product of the number of blocks 
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in 71；々  and the number of blocks in ；rj for all k. 
The condition ；r, ATTz = 0 imposes a unity limitation on the intersections between 
blocks. Under this limitation, the commutativity is equivalent to the entropy 
conservation. The equivalence does not hold in general without this limitation. For 
instance, let us consider ；r, = ^ab,c d^] and So ^ 、 。 冗 广 兀 ， ？ 冗 ” 
；r, V ;t2 = I, but 7i\ 八兀2=、a,~h,c,de ^^  O . One can verify that 
/ / ( ; R , ) + / / ( ; R 2 ) - / / ( ; R , A ; R 2 ) = 2 [log5-(3/5)-log3-2/5]-(log5-2/5) 
= log5-(6/5)-log3-2/5 
类 0 . 
In this case, the commutativity cannot be characterized as entropy equality. 
If w e rearrange the terms in (69)，we have 
= H{7t,、+ H(jQ-H、7r"略 (70) 
That is, the total information on any two partitions can be broken into a sum of 
smaller components. 
If w e express (70) in terms of the definitions of each component and simplifies the 
equation, this becomes 
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= (56) 
Therefore, given a KJ=0,兀、and k^ are commutative if and only if 兀、and 
are conditionally independent on ；r, v /Tj , i.e. the reveal of either partition does 
not affect the uncertainty of another partition if we have observed n^y k^. If we 
have known which block in the join an element belongs to, any information on which 
block in either partition this element belongs to does not give us any information on 
which block in another partition this element belongs to. 
The entropy equality in Theorem 5.2 not only provides the characterization of 
commutativity, it also makes the testing of commutativity computationally feasible. 
For instance, let us consider ；r, =\ab,cd,ef^ and ；r, = \ac,bd,e, f^ . W e have 
TT, A/r, = 0 and ；r, vtt: = {abed,ef j . One can verify that 
//(TT,) +//(;r2) -//Or, A TTj) = log 3 + (log 3 +1 / 3) — (log 3 +1) 
= log3-2/3 
= / /O i v/r,). 
Therefore, ；r, and k^ are commutative. 
Alternatively, the commutativity of the above partition pair can be verified locally. 
That is, the cardinality of ground set of the first projection pair is equal to the product 
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of the number of blocks in ；r,' = and the number of blocks in 
k\ , i.e. 4 = 2-2. And the cardinality of ground set of the second 
projection pair is equal to the product of the number of blocks in ；rf = |e/| and the 
number of blocks in 7tl =|e,/j, i.e. 2 = 1-2. 
Theorem 5.3. 
= Jl^o 71、 
if and only if 
f \ / N (f \ f W (f \ f w 
V ^ ^ 
V^I j V^I U^ i j V^, A ; r j j [{tt^ atuJ {tu, a t t J ) 
Proof Clearly, 
八 f ^ _ ] = 0， （72) 
and 
Tt^ A K. (73) 
for /. = 1,2. By Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 3.7, the result follows immediately. 
Theorem 5.3 is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2. This means that any 
commutativity can be characterized as null conditional mutual information if w e 
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consider each block in the meet as an entity. This theorem put the condition 
兀\ 八冗1 二 Q into the entropy equation. 
In general, w e have the following theorems. 
Theorem 5.4. For any complement partition pair ；r,，TT；； on a finite set S, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
1. ；r, and tc^ are commutative. 
2. Each entry contains only one element in the intersection matrix of ；r, and ；r,. 
3. H{7t,) + H{K^)-H{7t, A/r2) = 0. 
4. = ^. 
5. 71、and ； a r e independent. 
Theorem 5.5. For any partition pair ；r,，k^  on a finite set S, if their meet is the 
universal lower bound, the following statements are equivalent: 
1. ；T丨 and Tij are commutative. 
2. All the entries at the intersections between the blocks in each projection pair 
contain only one element in the intersection matrix of ；r, and k^. 
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4. v;T2) = 0. 
5. ；r, and k^ are conditionally independent on ti^w k^. 
W e have identified that commutative partition pair can be characterized as entropy 
conservation. Intersection matrix presents a graphical way to identify and understand 
the commutativity. In next few chapters, we analyze a finite set of partitions in the 




Ordered Commutative Partitions 
In this chapter, we extend the concept o f commutat ive partition pair into a finite set o f n 
partitions. In the coming few chapters, we consider an arbitrary finite set o f n partitions 
；T,, ; r2 , . . . , on a finite set S . For simplicity, we use the notation 7t. = ‘ B^ j for 
/ = 2 , 3 ’ …，A?，where B江丨 is any block in ；T, unless otherwise specified. 
Definition 6.1. A set of partitions is ordered commutative if there exists an order 
71：\’兀2，…such that A'~j,TT^ . and tt. are commutative for / = 2,3,.... 
A set of ordered commutative partitions is a series of commutative partition pairs tt.， 
八'二；T, for i = 2,3,...,n in a particular order for a finite set of n partitions. A set 
of ordered commutative partitions does not have to be pairwise commutative, i.e. 
every pair of partitions is commutative. 
It is straight forward to hypothesize that a finite set of pairwise commutative 
partitions can be characterized as entropy conservation. However, this is not valid in 
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general. For instance, let us consider: 
；7", =、adg".o, behmp, cfiknq、, 
/Tj =、aeijnop, bfgklq, cdhm^， 
and ； =、 b g h i k o , cjlmpq, adefn^ . 
It is easy to verify that the three partitions are pairwise commutative, but the 
inclusion-exclusion equality is not satisfied, i.e. 
H{7t,) + /！⑷ + H{71, vtt^)-H{7r^ vn:,) 
- H i j r 、 + Hijr、vtt^VTT^)-Hijr、ATT^ ATT^) 
-0.62083 
Anyway, ordered commutativity is different from pairwise commutativity, either one 
of them does not implies another. Under certain conditions, the ordered 
commutativity can be characterized as entropy conservation, which will be discussed 
in next two chapters. 
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Chapter 7 
Running Intersection Property for Partitions 
In this chapter, w e introduce an important property called the partition running 
intersection (PRI) property for a finite set of partitions. 
Definition 7.1. A set of partitions satisfies the partition running intersection (PRI) 
property, or partition-acyclic property, if there is an order of 兀：”..such that 
(;r, A /Tj A... A；r._,)\/ 7t.,>K,, i* G {1,2,...,/•-!} for / = 2,3.... 
For a finite set of n partitions, w e use the notation ；r,_,) v；t,. 二{d足,| 
for / = 2,3,...,77. The symbol i* is called the index of i. The partition ；r.. is 
called the index partition of ；r,. . When n = 2 , the PRI property reduces to 
TTi V 2 ；r, or which always holds. 
Let G{y,E) be a graph which is a collection of vertices and edges, where V is 
the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Suppose F = {1,2,...,^}, and 
五=>^(/’广)：/ = 2，3，...，《|，i.e. V denotes the set of n partitions and E denotes 
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the set of relations between the partitions ；r, and k, . It is easy to show that the 
graph is a tree. Vertex 1 is always the root due to the PRI property. The 
tree obtained is not necessary a binary tree, each vertex may have more than two 
descendent vertices. For example, we have a set of seven partitions denoted by 
V = {1,2,...,7} . They satisfy the PRI property with the indexes 2* = 1, 3* = 1, 
4*=3, 5* = 3 , 6' = 2, and 7* =3. The tree G(F,£} is depicted in Fig. 7.1. 
Fig. 7.1. Tree G〈厂,五〉denoting ^ = {1,2,...,7} and 
£ = {{2,1},{3,1}, {4，3}，{5’ 3}, {6，2}, {7,3}} 
© o 6 o 
The construction of the graph G(y,E) verifies the acyclicity of a set of partitions. 
The PRI property induces the following properties. 
Lemma 7.2. If (;r, a/Tj a. . . a；r,._,) vk； > k, , i e {l,2,...,/-l} for z = 2,3,...,77, 
then (TT, ATTj A … 八 ; ) V = vn.. for / = 2,3,...,77. 
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Proof For /e {2，3’...’/?}: 
Since / = 2,3,...,w, 
TT, A A . . . A；r,._, < K... (74) 
Thus 
(;r, A /Tj A ... A ) V ;r, < 7t. V K.. . (75) 
Similarly, (;r, a/Tj a . . . a；t,—,) v；t,. > k., implies 
(TT, A;r2 A... A；r；,,) VTT丨 > ；r,. vTT.. . (76) 
Hence, 
(/T, A;r2 A... A； ) V;r,. = ；r,. vtt.. . (77) 
Lemma 7.3. If (j^ r, a /Tj a ... a ；r,._,) v tt. > k.. , e {1,2，…,/一1} for i = 2,3,..., n, 
then TT. VTTi V；r.. = /r； vtt.. for / = 1’2，...，/-1，i = 2,3,...,n. 
Proof For /e{2,3，...，”}, /g {1,2,...,/-!}: 
Since 
；r, A ;r2 A... A ； < , (78) 
we have 
(;r, A ；2：2 A ... A ；r,._,) V 71., V 71 i < K. V 7t.. (79) 
On the other hand, 
(TT, A A …A ；r,._,) V > ；r.. (80) 
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implies 
“ (TTi 八 TTj 八...A ) V V 2 V • (81) 
So 
Oi A /Tj A …A ；T,•一丨）V V 71. - K- V Kj . (82) 
Therefore, 
71： • V TT,. V K.. = 71. V {71. V TT.. ) (83) 
=71- V [(TT, A TTj A ... A ;r,_|) V ；T,] (84) 
=(;r, A A ... A V 7t. V 71 • (85) 
=；r,. V Kj. (86) 
Note that (83) to (84) is by Lemma 7.2. 
Under the PRl property assumption. Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3 help us figure out 
the following alternative representations of the inclusion-exclusion entropy equality. 
Theorem 7.4. If (/r, att]八…八tt,—,) v;r,. ’ C e {1,2,...,/-1} for z = 2,3,...,；7, 
the following statements are equivalent: 
i. //Oi ATTj A... A;r,,)= I T/O,)- I H{7t.\/rCj) 
\<i< j<n 
+ …+ (-1)"—1.//(TT, V ;r2 V …V ). 
n n 
ii. //(TTi ATT2 A ••.ATT") V TT,). 
/=1 /=2 
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iii. Hijr、a/Tj a... A;r,) = H(7r、att^ a... A;r,._,) + //(;r,.) 
-H{7r. V TT..) fo r i = 2,3,…,n . 
iv. /(/r,八;^2 A...A;r,._i;;r, |;r, v;r..) = 0 for i = 2,3,...,n. 
Proof W e use the symbol ’<"V to mean equivalent. To show ail the four 
statements are equivalent, it is sufficient to prove (/) (//), (iii) <-> (iv), and 
("•) (,V) • 
(O^O'O： 
When n = 2, 
_\A7r。= ) + H{7r^)-H{71, v / t J . (87) 
Since = ；r,, 
H{7r,A7i^) = H{7Z,) + )-H{n, wn^.). (88) 
So it is true for « = 2. 
When 77 = m , for the direct part: 
If (;r, A;r2 A... A；r,._,) V；r, > k., , i g {1,2,...,/-!} for i = 2’?>,…,m , 
A7t^A...A7rJ= Yj H{71：.)- ^ H (冗丨 V TT.) 




Y. H ⑷ - Z _ 丨 V TT丨)+ …H-”"'-，- • V TT，）…V 兀“卜0 , (9]) 
and 
+ …+ (-1)"'-'.//(兀,VTT, V... V；r„,_, V兀m). (92) 
By induction, since {tu^att-^a.-.a v ti； > k.,， e {1,2, ...,/-!} for 
/• = 2,3,... ,w-l, 
(93) 
/=I /=2 
By L e m m a 7.3, we have 
；r. V 兀丨 V ；r.. = 71) V ；r.. (94) 
for 7 = 1,2,...,/-!, / = 2,3,..., m . By (94), it is easy to show that (92) is equivalent 
to 
H,=H{;rJ-H{7r,„v7r^^.). (95) 
Substituting (93) and (95) into (90), we get 
"卜 1 m-1 
//(;r, A;r2 A…A; r J= 付(几,_) —Z!斤(冗v几》 
L /=1 /=2 _ 




It is easy to show the converse part by reversing the above procedure. Therefore, it is 
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true for n = m • 
{Hi) (zv): 
For / = 2 , 3 , . . . , « , 
H(7r、A ;r2 A... A = //Or, A TT? a … A + H{k.)- H{k. V k , ) (98) 
H(jr、A/Tj A... A;r；) = a/Tj A... A;r,_,) + 
ak^ A. . . A<7r,._,) V71.) (99) 
/Oi ATT: A … l O i A;r2 A…A;r,_|)v;r,) = 0 (100) 
/(TT, A/Tj ••^,..):。 (101) 
Note that (98) to (99)，and (100) to (101) are by Lemma 7.2. 
( " ) ^ (/V): 
H(jr、A T T — . . 、 兀 = 乞 _ - t H ( 兀 丨 ， ( 1 0 2 ) 
/=1 /=2 
n n 
^ H ⑷-J] H (/T丨 V TT丨.)-H (TT、A/T, A...A;r„) = 0 (103) 
/=1 i=2 
n 
A T^j A ... A + H{7I:.;)-H{71, V 71.. ) - H{7t, A TT�A …A ；?,)」=0 (1 04) 
/=2 
II 
Z / O i A;r2 v;r,.) = 0 (105) 
i=2 
Since conditional entropy is non-negative, (105) is equivalent to 
/(;r, A /Tj A... A ； | ；r,. v tt.. ) = 0 (106) 
for / = 2,3, . . . , /7. 
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Under the PRI property, the inclusion-exclusion entropy equality (/) can be written 
as a series of null conditional mutual information (zV) where the order follows that 
given by the PRI property. W e can regard this as recursive entropy decomposition. 
Statements (//) and (/") are alternative representations of (/v). 
The PRI property and the alternative representations of the inclusion-exclusion 
entropy equality will help us achieve the characterization of ordered commutative 
partitions as entropy conservation in next section. 
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Chapter 8 
Entropy Characterization of Ordered Commutative 
Partitions 
The order is important when w e discuss about ordered commutative partitions and 
the PRI property. In this chapter, we find that if both orders are the same, ordered 
commutativity is equivalent to entropy conservation which can be characterized as 
inclusion-exclusion entropy equality for any finite set of partitions. 
First, w e prove the converse part of our goal. 
Theorem 8.1. Given O,八;r^ a...八tt,.—) v > , i* e {1,2,...,/-1} for 
i — 2,3”. ” "） 
if 
Ya 兀+ …+ ( - ” “ .H(兀、V…V兀“) 
then 
(；7：1 八;?2 A... A;r,._,)。;r,. 。(;r| ATTj A...A;r,._i) for i = 2,3,…,n. 
Proof By Theorem 7.4’ since (tt, att�a... att,—,) v 2 , i* e {1,2,...,/-!} 
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for / = 2,3, •. •, ^ , statement (i) of Theorem 7.4 is equivalent to statement (iv), i.e. 
/(TTi ATT: v;r,) = 0 (107) 
for / = 2’3，...，《, which is equivalent to 
冗- 双' (應） 
龙/ 
for all B^ ^ e ；r,.， where f l ' ^ i a n d B江 are subsets of the same 
D., e (A二 71.) V ；r, with n'；：!. B,丨 * 0 ’ and 
Oi A;r2 A...A;^ ,_,)v;r,. (109) 
for i = 2,3,...,n. 
By definition, B冗 and D几'are all nonempty blocks, so we have 
B,\>0, (110) 
and 
D , J > 0 (111) 
for all B〜6 ；r,，D巧 e (八'二；r,)v;r,. for ; = 2,3,...,/?. 
Therefore, 
门 … 旧 , 不 ) 1 〉 0 (H2) 
for all B e /r. , where fl'l B^ and B托 are subsets of the same 
托i ‘ •丨 i ‘ 
with 门‘：二^ ；^^,关0 for / = 2,3，...’". 
Eqiiivalently, by Corollary 3.5, 
(TT, A 八 … 八 ° ； = ° (TTi A TTj A ... A 兀丨 _、) (113) 
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for / = 2,3,...，/?. 
Theorem 8.1 says given the PRI property on a finite set of partitions 
the inclusion-exclusion entropy equality implies that are ordered 
commutative. The converse part is the direct consequence of the series of null 
conditional mutual information. 
Nonetheless, the direct part is nontrivial. It seems to be invalid at first glance. The 
reason is that the distributive equalities of partitions do not always hold. To prove the 
direct part, w e borrow some techniques from [18]. W e define a(/,0 = {l,2’...，/.-l} 
and y^(/’/) = {/} ’ /二之，]’…,/?. For i < k < n , / = 2’3，...’《, we define 
oc{hk) = \ , (114) 
a{i,k-\) , otw 
and 
, ohv 
That is, for each /, initially we have two sets «(/•，/) and P{iJ). If (/ + !)* is an 
element of {1,2,...,/-!}, we add (/ + !)* to /) to form a(/:’/ + l), otherwise 
w e add (/ +1)* to /) to form /• +1). For i<k<n,v^Q repeatedly examine 
whether k* is an element of a{i,k-\) or j3(J,k — \) and add k* to either of 
them accordingly to form (x(i, k) or j3{i,k). Finally we get a{i, n) and 
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W e call ？?)} the ith index partition of the set { 1 , 2 , w h i c h is 
determined by i and its index i*. 
For the sake of presentation, we also define 
^ , ,、 a(i,k-1), if k* g a{i,k-\) 
广 ， ⑴ 6) 
and 
a{i,k-\), olw 
？^(Z，众—1)= " / 1 r t n- (117) 
[P{i,k-\\ if k e a{i,k-\) 
for i < k < n , / = 2,3,...,/? . W e define the corresponding partitions as 
兀 a 、 i ’ k 、 = 冗/ , and 5冲,_,) g ； = {召/?(⑷}=〜哨,’,)兀,for 
i <k<n, / = 2,3,...,/?. 
W e have presented the PRl property for n partitions graphically by using the tree 
q D〜 e (A;:'|;r,)v;r" If we remove the edge (i,i*), 巧 , t h e tree will be 
broken into two subtrees with vertex sets a{i,n) and J3{i,n) accordingly. The set 
a{i,n) contains the element /•’ while the set 5〉,(,+ ,_,) c D双,e (a'厂二；?：,.）vtt, 
contains the element /• . As a result, the fl 召 t h index partition 
{a{i,n),P{i, w)} can be obtained by removing the edge (,:/) of the tree. For 
example, if w e remove the edge B,。g in Fig. 7.1, w e can obtain the 3rd 
index partition with = {1,2,6} and 7) = {3,4,5,7}. 
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With the notation defined above, we immediately induce an important lemma for 
proving the direct part. 
Lemma 8.2. For / = 2,3,...,«: 
If 
(;r, A ;r2 A... A ；r,._,) V ；r, > tt, 
< , 
(;r, A /Tj A ... A 兀卜、)。兀丨=。(TTi A A …A TT,.—,) 
then 
、�,’”。冗躺=几細〜）for k = i,i + l...,n. 
V Tt..=�,jt) V 冗綱 
Proof For / = 2,3,...,/7: 
W h e n k = i, 
龙《(,,,)。兀pv’r> = O, A 龙2 A …A 巧-1)。^ ( U 8) 
= 。(;ri ATT] A... A;r,_i) (119) 
=几/?(,,,)。几《(,,/)， （120) 
and 
V兀风u) ={7r,A7r, A...A7r._^)v7r, (121) 
=；r. V 71,. (122) 
W h e n k = l, since 
(TT, A TTj 八...A ) ° TT/ = TT/。(TT, A ；2：2 A …A 兀卜、), (123) 
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that is, 
•,/-!) A ) ° 7 r , = 7 r , o I j r 叫 , _ ” att卯,卜、)) (124) 
which means, by Corollary 3.5, for all B 叫 ^ 几《(/,/-i), B陶_、、e 兀 陶 , a n d 
丨 e 7t, ’ 
(召冲,/-丨)卯,,_,))门 关 0 (125) 
where B__、、r\B^j_” and B冗丨 are subsets of the same D双,E (A二；r,) VTT, with 
O n the other hand, for each 召广(,./_,) e 兀八"_、)’ we define B,。’,—、) as the maximum 
nonempty subset of a block B汽"_、、such that 召 i s a subset of a block 
E �G 兀 _ 、 V ；， w h e r e v tt风丨’丨、={五,,].If w e only consider the elements in 
a block E丨丨 eTTa、。、巧v、i、, each 5作丨）corresponds to only one B汽“丨一,For 
each B冗I e tt, , w e define B’汗丨 as a nonempty subset of a 5而 such that is a 
block in 冗 + . _ att, for / = 2，3’...’a7 • If we only consider the elements in a block 
召[召,(,’/—) G 〜(,’/-”’ each Br corresponds to only one B’〜• 
Since 
Or, A A . . . A7r,_,)vTT, > TT丨. > 冗广(,’m) , (126) 
w e have 
(127) 
foi. all e , ” G ;r叫丨_、) and B'^^ c B^ ^ e k, where 
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召 i ) n 万肌M) and B.而 are subsets of the same 5;+(, ,_】）c D万,e (a'厂 =>,)vtt, 
with r i B 卯 , • 
By definition, B'巧 is a block in ；r广(“！）a tt, , so we can rewrite (127) as 
(�,v-,)n�,’,_i))n(5,,旧,(,’,_,))关 0 (128) 
for all B__、、e 7r_-\、’ 万外’/-i) ^  兀pv’丨-\、, ^ 兀、and B汽丨 e 冗丨’,_、、where 
万《(,’/-丨）n 召A'v-丨）and B力 By、丨’丨_、) are nonempty subsets of the same 
W e simplify (128) to get 
〜 . ’ / - 丨 ) 丨 ) 卜 0 (129) 
for all (/./-.)，〜(,’/-” e〜(,’M) and B w h e r e 
召 门 ， and B力 B,⑴_、) is a nonempty subset of 
On the other hand, by (126), we can get 
： 冗 八 兀 冗 yo、'-、、=�(,,/-1) V 几,(,’/-i). (130) 
By induction, 
�uj-i)。�u-、、二兀nu一、(131) 
It is easy to see that (130) and (131) imply 
召w’,為(丨’丨-”实0 ( m ) 
for all B拟卜\、e TV八丨,丨_\、and 万 ; ( , ,_,) e such that B,(丨丨_、) and 
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B,。are the subsets of the same Ej , e tt叫v 兀陶、. 
Combining (129) and (132), we have 
召 K,v-” 门 ( 万 〜 ( 1 3 3 ) 
for all 5 冲 ’ 灿 ， ( , • ’ , _ , ) e / r , a n d e 7i, where B綱 and 
万;T,门万,(,,/_,) are subsets of the same " e 力 v ;r卯，with 广(,,—0. 
Equivalently, 
(�("_,)八〜丨 Y�,7-1)=兀r(u-、)。(〜(,’/-,)八、Y (134) 
that is 
冗 咏 n 。 � ( / , / ) = � ( / , / ) 。 � ( , • , / ) • (135) 
For the second part, we prove by contradiction. 
For /. 二 2’ 3’ …’《: 
Clearly, 
V ^PiU) - ^ aUJ-l) V • (136) 
Consider t t 球 卜 、 t t 卯 丨 ’ we assume 
兀 a m V兀卯,n <兀球/-丨)V兀Mu-\、, (137) 
that is, there exists a block F' in ； r 冲 v ； r卯 s u c h that at least two blocks 






for all 5球M) e ;r“(,"_,) and 5外.,,_,) e ,) where B叫丨_i、：F' , and 
^ F • 
By (133) and (139), we have for each 5汽.‘！）[广，there exists a block 
召 门 万 ; 冗 八 凡 / such that 5广(,"_丨）门万；^, is a nonempty subset of a 
block E丨’丨 qF. such that (〜("_,)门召;r,)£〜("_,)如’^H 五,’/£广.Therefore, 
for each B + . c F', there exists two elements a, b in B ”…、such that 
i. a,b are in different blocks in ；,丨)八冗,,and 
/ \ 
ii. a,b are in different blocks in 广(,att, ) v/r灿/_” • 
Moreover, 
几 , ( / , / - , ) 八 - 〜 ^ 八疋)V ；T似_,) ’ (140) 
together with statement (ii) these imply that a ,b are in different blocks in 
〜 ( , _ , / - 丨 ) 八 〜 丨 ) • 
Since 
(�("_i)A;r,(,.’,_,))v;r,2;r,.2〜(,,—,）’ （141) 
w e have 
cm丨b. (142) 
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O n the other hand, a, b are in the same block so statement (/) implies 
that a，b must be in different blocks in tt, , which contradicts to (142). Therefore, 
〜/’/) V兀卯、丨、=兀球/_丨)V兀P、.丨、丨_\、. (143) 
By induction, 
冗/V 冗=冗《(/,/-i)v 兀肌/-1). (144) 
Hence, 
双,V 巧.=冗《(,_,/)•几/?(/,/). (145) 
L e m m a 8.2 describes that if a finite set of partitions ；R,,TT?，...，are ordered 
commutative satisfying the PRI property, we have two essential results. First, ；r对々 ） 
and 龙"(“）are commutative for k = i,i + \,.",n, / 二 2 , 3 , T h i s means even if 
w e insert tt^. to ；r冲.义-丨）and 兀解accordingly to get ；r冲•⑷ and 兀"(,’々 ），the 
commutivity between the partition pair and tt卿、remains true. Second, for 
i = 2,3,...,n, the meet of ;r的.⑴ and 7 r _ remains equal to the meet of 兀丨 and 
；r,. after w e have inserted ；r, accordingly. Even if we keep inserting tv^. for 
k = i,i + \,...,n, the meet of the resulted partition pair keeps constant. These two 
significant results help complete the proof of the virtually intractable direct part. 
Theorem 8.3. Given ；r, a/Tj a . . . a = O , and (/r, att] a...a；) v>；r.., 
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i* e (1,2,...,/-I} for / = 2，3, 
i f 
(TT, A;r2 A... A ) 。 = ；r,.。(;ri att? A...A;r,._,) for i = 2,3,...,n, 
then 
//Oi A7r^A...A7r„)= YJ 付(龙/)— X 付 冗/) + ... + (-1)"—丨 HiTT^v ...VTTJ. 
Proof 
For / = 2,3, . . . , w: 
；T丨 A". ATT,  = 0 (146) 
implies 
� ,v o � ’" ) = 0 . (147) 
By Lemma 8.2, 
A ;r2 A ... A V 71； > Tt, (148) 
and 




双,v 疋,，=冗疋 / j (a) ’ （151) 
where w e define ;r•对>众）vtt附)二"[五a-} for k = + . 
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(“丨） p j ^ m = r � u ( ’ i 
•9-1 ‘ A (卜"“�9 3UIBS 9L(J JO SJQSqnS XjdLLISLIOLI 
9.IB (卜'‘')乂g pUB (卜(')+、9.I911M (卜"‘')〜卜"‘.')V pUB (l-"‘_')+'i^ 3(卜"‘')+i IIB JOJ 
(9 ⑴ - h ' w i 
ff • 3 
3 八!§ OJ \ u (卜"‘')+Zg 讲叩 Ljons 'V 0} padssj qjiM (ggi) jo sapis qjoq uo sauaj 
3叩 mns LiBO 3M ‘(卜"‘,)"龙 A (卜"‘')〜9 '-"''3 B JO ；ssqns b aq ；snui (卜"‘•')+、3 (卜"‘_')+乂汉 
qo拟 soiijs .(卜"‘.')":z/八(卜"‘‘〜9 卜”‘'牙 3LUBS 3111J0 sjasqns XjdLiiauou am (卜'‘')乂g puB 
、[/卜〜ff V 9 'V pUB (卜"‘•')�3 (卜"‘•')〜‘（卜"‘')+乂^(卜"‘')+^  丨 4 0 J 
ff • ffU 3 
SSAlg Sll|； ‘ ("‘')"i^  A ("‘‘')"i^  9 "、'3 sums 9L1J 
JO sjasqns pirn ("‘_')、叫m、"‘'、�3 剛g pu^ ("‘"”^ ^ 9 ("‘_')% MB .loj 
⑴ ？ — ("‘')"；7 I I ( " ‘ ' � 
外 （“彻汉- U 
'Sl IT31\} 
(egi) ' ( A ("‘_'�)H = (刚公 V ("‘,、) H - ( H + ( ( " ‘ _ ' � )H 
ssildiuj (zgO piiB (z,i7i) ‘rsuiaumi丄 Xg 
(乙⑴ ‘ ("‘_'�o ("‘.')"i^  = ("‘""i/ o ("‘_'� 
'(051) llioJJ 
for all and 〜,’,卜,）e ,卜,）where 万对,),_,) and 5卯,,_,) are 
subsets of the same e ；r冲.,,…v tt卯、丨卜” • 
By applying the same technique, we finally get 
如 t 丨〜_’')丨 (158) 
for all 万咏冲 . ,） a n d 5 卯 卯 , _ ) where 5冲.,）and B刚 are subsets of the 
same E丨丨 e tt叫丨、v ； , ) = D巧,i.e. 
H(7r、akK^ = A/T] A … + —//(;r, VTT,.) (159) 
for / = 2,3,...,«. 
By Theorem 7.4，this is equivalent to 
Y,H{7r.)- Hi/r^vTTj) 
+ ... + (-l)"-'-//(;r, v...v;r„). (160) 
W e get (152) by the first result of L e m m a 8.2, together with (147) these imply (154). 
By the second result of L e m m a 8.2, we reduce to E丨丄 for k = 2,3,...,n, this 
makes the summations on both sides at each stage possible. Finally, we reduce (154) 
to (158) for each i and get a series of null conditional mutual information which 
induces the inclusion-exclusion information-preserving equality. 
Theorem 8.4. Given ；r, A TT? A . •. A = O ， a n d (TT, A TTJ A …A ； ) v TT,. > ；r.., 
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i* e {1,2,...,/-1} for / = 2 , 3 , . . t h e n 
Or, A;r2A...A;r,__,)。;r,. = ;r,_。(;r| A;r2A...A;r,._,) for i = 2,3,...,n, 
if and only if 
//(;r, A;r2A...A;r„)= J] //(;r, v;r.) + • • • + (-1)""' • H{7r, v...v;rj. 
I化" i。<./s" 
Proof By Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 8.3, the result follows. 
Theorem 8.4 mentions that for any finite set of partitions satisfying the PRI property 
with the meet of all partitions equal to the universal lower bound, they are ordered 
commutative if and only if the inclusion-exclusion entropy conservation holds. That 
is, each entry contains only one element in the intersection matrix of A^ rj, ；r. and /r., 
/ = 2,3,..., ；7. 
For example, let us consider the following four partitions: 
/r, = jad, beef, ghim, jklnopj, 
= jabc, def, gjmno, hiklpj , 
TT^  = I begh, cfim, ad, j k, Inopj, 
and K^ ={bcefghim,adjk,ln,op|. 
W e can get 
冗、AA冗3 A冗4 ={a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p} = 0, 
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冗丨 V 冗2 = {abcdef, ghijklmnop} > 兀、 
Oi = jad,bcefghim,jklnop} >；r,, 
and (;r, k^ = {bcefghim, adjk, Inop} > k、. 
Therefore the four partitions satisfy the PRI property and their meet is equal to the 
universal lower bound. Furthermore, we obtain 
八 = {a, be, d, ef, gm, hi, jno, kip , 
and att^ a tt^ = |a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, Ip, m, noj. 
Then we can observe that 
(兀1 A ) �T T J = /TJ O (•TT, A TT?)， 
a n d (TT、A TTJ A TTJ ) O = TT^�(TT丨 A /T, A /TJ ) , 
i.e. the four partitions are ordered commutative, so we can conclude that the 
inclusion-exclusion entropy equality must be hold for these four partitions. 
It is a tedious work to check whether two partitions are commutative, i.e. we have to 
first find the join of the two partitions, and then we have to compare each block in 
one of the partitions with each block in another partition such that the two blocks are 
projected on the same block in the join to verify the non-nullity of their intersection. 
In the above example, we have to first calculate and ；r, A TT�八/r,, then we 
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have to check whether a'^ J, k. and 7i. are commutative for / = 2’3,4. W e have to 
test the commutativity of n partition pairs for a set of n partitions before we can 
conclude if the set of n partitions are ordered commutative. The computational 
complexity of the test of commutativity increases as the number of partitions 
increases. The larger the ground set, the number of blocks per partition may also 
increase which in turn enlarge the complexity. However, it is much easier to check 
the ordered commutativity by examining the entropy conservation equality. W e may 
only check the inclusion-exclusion equality in Theorem 8.4. From Theorem 7.4, we 
know that statement (/•) is equivalent to statement {ii) which greatly reduce the 
amount of computation. Therefore, by Theorem 8.1, after we have verified the PRI 
property, we can merely test statement (//) of Theorem 7.4 in order to conclude 
whether set of partitions are ordered commutative. In the above example, by L e m m a 
7.2，we immediately have 
；r, n、={ad，bcefghim’ jklnop} ’ 





= A ——log 3 ——log 5, 
8 8 
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and att^ att^ A/r^) = 4. 
So w e have 
//Oi) +//(TTj) +//Or;) +//(Xi) -//Oi V ;r2)—付(冗I V 龙3)-付O3 V ) 
=//(-^L A /TJ ATT J A/T^). 
Thus w e can conclude that ；r,, 71” 71、and 71^  are ordered commutative. 
Theorem 8.5. Let n = A二,k. . Given TT,—,) V > k , , 
I 6 {1,2,...,/-1} for / = 2,3’...’"，then 
八TTj 八...八兀i-\) o兀i =兀°(TT, A A . . . A丨）for i = 2,3,...,n, 
if and only if 
、7r 71 7t ) \K ) i</<y<„ \K K ) 、兀 K 
.Proof Clearly, 
{jr \ 
^ A ^ A…A ^ U O , (161) 
) \ ^ ) ) 
< ;r, A TT, A... A 兀丨_\, (162) 
and 
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K < K , (163) 
for / = 2,3,...,w. By Theorem 8.4 and Corollary 3.7, the result follows immediately. 
Theorem 8.5 further generalizes Theorem 8.4 by mentioning that any finite set of 
ordered commutative partitions satisfying the PRI property can be characterized as 
inclusion-exclusion entropy conservation by regarding each block in 兀=八as 
an entity. In general, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.6. For any finite set of partitions on a finite set S， if their 
meet is the universal lower bound, and the PRI property holds, 
•I.e. (yr、八TT,八...八/!)_、)冗i -冗i. ’ 广 e {1,2，...’/一1} ’ i = 2,3,...,n , the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1. ；T,, TTj,..., ;r„ are ordered commutative. 
2. All the entries at the intersections between the blocks in each projection pair 
contain only one element in the intersection matrix of 八‘厂丄;r, and /r. ’ 
/ — 2，3，•••）/? • 
3. //(;r, A/T^A…A;r,,)= 付O,)— Hi/r^vTT.) 
1化N 1化./�I 
+ ... + (-!)"'' .//OTI VTTj V…V龙,,）. 
4. //(A;、, ；T,) = / / ( 7 1 丨) + //(;r,)- H{71. V TT, ), / = 2，3,…,". 
5. 厂 丄 ; v ; r , ) = 0 ’ i = 2,3,…’n. 
7 0 
6. A'^ rJ,K. and n. are conditionally independent on k. V k , , / = 2,3， 
7 1 
Chapter 9 
Significance and Application 
The result in this thesis is foundamental and has a strong relation with engineering. 
First, it provides an analytical approach to characterize ordered commutative 
partitions as entropy conservation under acyclicity. One can verify any ordered 
commutativity by computational method. Second, it generalizes Birkhoffs direct 
decompositions theorem 80[2] which states that: 
The direct decompositions A = of an algebra A are 
given by the sets of congruence relations such that A'/=, =0 and, for 
i = 2,..., n: 
• A... A 0丨_\ is permutable with . 
Compared with Theorem 8.4, Birkhoffs direct decompositions theorem is more 
restrictive since it requires a strong condition A. . . v6',. = I to hold. 
Birkhoflf's theorem covers a small and limited number of decompositions, while our 
theorem make use of the constraint of running intersection property that is more 
general, i.e. (tt,八^r! a . . . 八 ) v k , /• e {1,2’...，/ —1} for i = 2,3,...,n. 
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The running intersection property is not easy to observe. It was not proposed until 
1970s. Anyway, Birkhoff was brilliant and suggested the special case of this property. 
In this thesis, we extend this theorem further and give the entropy characterization 
for it. 
Fig. 9.1. Relational database R[ABC] 
A I B I 
1 a i b i c i 
2 a i b i C2 
3 a2 bi ci 
4 a2 bi C2 
Our results can be applied in many fields such as finite state machine, database as 
well as Bayesian network. In this thesis, we will illustrate some application examples 
in database. For instance, we consider a relational database R[ABC] depicted in Fig. 
9.1.Fig. 9.1 One can verify that H{AB) + H{BC) - H{B)- H{ABC) = 0 . By 
theorem 4 in [6], this implies that multivalued dependency holds in R{ABC], i.e. 
R[ABC] can be decomposed into two tables R{AB] and R[BC] which are shown 
in Fig. 9.2. Alternatively, if we consider the database as partitions, i.e.兀仙=|l2,34| 
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and TT,,,. = {13,24}.Then 
H ( 冗 仙 ) + H { T T , , , ) - H V 71 BC) - H (兀仙 A TT败’) 
=Iog2 + log2-0-log4 
= 0 
Since k仙 = 0 , by Theorem 5.2, the two partitions are commutative and thus 
R{ABC] can be decomposed. Therefore, our result agrees with previous result in 
database. 
Fig. 9.2. Decomposed tables and R[BC] 
A I B [ I B I C 
a i b i b i c i 
a2 bi bi C2 
N o w we go further by considering another example with the database R[ABC] 
depicted in Fig. 9.3. In this example, we try to figure out if R[ABC] can be 
decomposed. So we compute 
H(AB) + H{BC) - H{B) — H{ABC) 
( 2、f 4 8、 
=2. 2 1og3 log3 (2 log3) 
V 3) W 9 J 
2 , , 4 
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Similarly, one can verify that - 華 and 
_A) + H(AC)-mA)-机ABC)⑶.Therefore, there is no mulitvalued 
dependency in R[ABC]. 
Fig. 9.3. Relational database R[ABC] 
1 ai bi 01 
2 ai bi 02 
3 a2 bi d 
4 a2 bi C2 
5 as bi 03 
6 as bi C4 
7 as b2 03 
8 34 b2 C3 
9 as bs 03 
However, if w e consider the database as partitions, i.e. tt仙={l2,34,56,7,8,9} and 
TT,,,, ={13, ^ ,5,6,^^,9} , we have 兀仙八兀ik,=0 and 
Hijr仙)+ ) 一 聊仙 v 冗"(’）_ 付(兀ab 八疋"(.） 
=2-( 2-log3-^Vf2-log3-^l-(2-log3) 
V ^ J V ^J 
= 0 
By Theorem 5.2, w e conclude that the two partitions are commutative. Our theorem 
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tells us that the database can be decomposed. This result seems to be contradictory to 
the database theorem. Nevertheless, if we look more carefully into the problem one 
can realize that there are actually four multivalued dependencies in R[ABC] if we 
consider R[ABC] as four tables formed by tuples {1,2,3,4}, {5,6}, {7,8} and 
{9}. This is the message that our theorem would like to bring to us. The realization is 
shown in Fig. 9.4. 
Fig. 9.4. Realization of R[ABC] as four tables formed by 
tuples {1,2,3,4}, {5,6}, {7,8} and {9} 
一 I A I B I C 
1 ai b i c i 
2 ai b i C2 
3 a2 b i c i 
4 a2 bi 02 
5 as bi C3 
6 as b i C4 
7 as b2 C3 
8 34 b2 C3 
9 as bs C3 
Under this realization, we can decompose R[ABC] into four pairs of small tables 
shown in Fig. 9.5. In conclusion, our theorem generalizes previous results in 
database and can be applied to detect more than one multivalued dependencies in a 
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database. Similar applications can be extended to finite state machines and Bayesian 
networks. 
Fig. 9.5. Decomposed table pairs R{AB] 's and R[BC] 's 
A I B I I B I C I I I A I B I I B I C 
ai bi bi ci as b2 hi 03 
ai bi bi C2 34 b2 
A B J I B I C I A B B C 
as bi bi C3 33 b3 bs 03 




Since the decomposition of an algebraic system can be characterized by 
commutativity, the characterization of commutative partitions as entropy 
conservation indicates that the decomposition of an algebraic system can be 
characterized as entropy conservation. It is trivial that this is the first consequent 
work to be further developed. 
It follows that the decomposition in all algebraic systems such as database, finite 
state machines, and Bayesian network can be modeled and explained in the 
information-theoretic approach. All these decompositions can be modeled as entropy 
conservation. Direct applications and theorems can be developed to characterize the 
decomposition problems in terms of entropy in all these areas. 
Moreover, the PRI property can be further investigated to further understand the 
relationship between ordered commutativity and entropy inclusion-exclusion equality. 




In this thesis, we have presented the equivalence between commutative partition pair 
and entropy conservation. Intersection matrix illustrates a graphical way to identify 
and understand commutativity. Ordered commutative partitions can be characterized 
as entropy conservations under the partition running intersection property. 
Commutative partition pair is the special case. Commutative partitions provide a 
fundamental mathematical structure for many algebraic systems. Entropy 
conservation not only gives us a modern insight into the classical mathematical 
model from the point of view of uncertainty, but also provides an alternative 
computational method to verify commutativity. These two areas combine to give a 
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